We obtain a q-analog of the well known result (2) on a joint spectrum of invariant differential operators with polynomial coefficients on a prehomogeneous vector space of complex n × n-matrices. We are motivated by applications to the problems of harmonic analysis in the quantum matrix ball [8]: our main theorem can be used while proving the Plancherel formula (to be published).
Introduction
We obtain a q-analog of the well known result (2) on a joint spectrum of invariant differential operators with polynomial coefficients on a prehomogeneous vector space of complex n × n-matrices. We are motivated by applications to the problems of harmonic analysis in the quantum matrix ball [8] : our main theorem can be used while proving the Plancherel formula (to be published).
Start with recalling some well-known facts. Denote by Mat n the vector space of complex n × n-matrices. The group K = S(GL n × GL n ) acts on Mat n by (u, v)Z = uZv −1 , (u, v) ∈ K, Z ∈ Mat n .
This induces the K-action in the space C[Mat n ] of holomorphic polynomials on Mat n . A well-known Hua's result claims that C[Mat n ] is a direct sum of K-isotypic components as follows:
where C[Mat n ] λ is a simple K-module with the highest weight (λ 1 − λ 2 , ..., λ n−1 − λ n , 2λ n , λ n−1 − λ n , ..., λ 1 − λ 2 ).
(
Let Z = (z i j ) be the coordinate system on Mat n and ∂ ij = ∂ ∂z i j be the associated differential operators on Mat n . Given y k | C [Matn] λ is a scalar operator, since C[Mat n ] λ is a simple K-module and y k is K-invariant. There is an explicit formula for these scalars [1, 6, 4] , [3, Proposition 3.3] (the so called WallachOkounkov formula):
y k | C[Matn] λ = s 1 k (λ 1 + n − 1, λ 2 + n − 2, . . . , λ n−1 + 1, λ n ), k = 1, . . . , n,
where 1 k = (1, ..., 1 k , 0, ..., 0) and the factorial Schur polynomial s ν associated to a partition ν = (ν 1 , ..., ν n ), is defined by
(see [2] ). This paper presents a q-analog of the Wallach-Okounkov formula.
The coproduct, the counit, and the antipode are defined as follows:
Equip the Hopf algebra U q sl 2n with an involution * :
U q su n,n def = (U q sl 2n , * ) are * -Hopf algebras. Denote by U q k ⊂ U q sl 2n the Hopf subalgebra generated by E j , F j , j = n, and
Introduce a * -algebra Pol(Mat n ) q , following [9] . First, denote by C[Mat n ] q a well-known algebra with generators z α a , a, α = 1, ..., n, and relations
We call C[Mat n ] q the algebra of holomorphic polynomials on the quantum matrix space. It is evident that C[Mat n ] q becomes the algebra of holomorphic polynomials on complex n × nmatrices under the formal passage to the limit as q → 1. Similarly, denote by C[Mat n ] q an algebra with generators (z α a ) * , a, α = 1, . . . , n and relations (8), and additional relations
where δ ab , δ αβ are Kronecker symbols,
be a * -algebra with the involution:
* . Note that our definition of Pol(Mat n ) q allows us to equip it with the U q su n,n -module algebra structure using Proposition 6 and (14), see the next Section.
It is very important for our aims that Pol(Mat n ) q is a q-analog of the algebra of differential operators with polynomial coefficients considered above. Indeed, the latter algebra is derivable from Pol(Mat n ) q via the change of generators z
and a subsequent formal passage to the limit as q → 1.
Introduce an irreducible * -representation of Pol(Mat n ) q in a pre-Hilbert space. Denote by H a Pol(Mat n ) q -module with a generator v 0 and defining relations
Denote by T F the representation of Pol(Mat n ) q which corresponds to H. Statements of the following proposition are proved in [9] . Proposition 1
3. There exists a unique sesquilinear form (·, ·) on H with the following properties:
4. The form (·, ·) is positive definite on H.
T F is a faithfull representation.
Similarly to the classical case,
q,λ being a simple U q k-module with the highest weight (1).
1 Evidentally, H inherits the decomposition
Define elements y k ∈ Pol(Mat n ) q :
with q-minors z
Proposition 2 y 1 , ..., y n are U q k-invariant and y i y j = y j y i for i, j = 1, ..., n.
Proof. U q k-invariance follows from explicit calculations, while commutativity is deduced from the faithfullness of T F and the simplicity of summands in (10).
2
As in the classical case, T F (y k )| H λ are scalar operators for all k and λ. In this section we find an explicit formula for scalars
Recall the notation for q-factorial Schur polynomials [3] 
1 C[Mat n ] q,λ is a module of type 1, see [10] . 2 This proof belongs to D. Shklyarov.
Describe the proof briefly. Start with two auxiliary propositions.
Proposition 3 There exists a map
with const as in (13).
Theorem 1 follows from Propositions 3 and 4. Indeed, it is enough to prove it for transcendental q.
Prove that µ = id. One can observe that the equation −1) , . . . , q 2λn ; q 2 ) leads to µ = id for transcendental q.
The proof of proposition 3 splits into several steps (Subsections 3.1 -3.3). Specifically, Subsection 3.1 contains a result which allows one to reduce finding the joint spectrum of y k in the C * -completion of Pol(Mat n ) q to describing the joint spectrum of some special elements x k . In Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 we deduce the joint spectrum of x k from Stokman's result concerning an invariant integral on the quantum Grassmanian.
The proof of proposition 4 is relatively simple, see Subsection 3.4. Note that Proposition 4 is a special case of Theorem 1. 
Here det q t is a q-determinant of the matrix t = (t ij ) i,j=1,...,2n :
The comultiplication ∆, the counit ε, and the antipode S are defined as follows:
with t ji being the matrix derived from t by discarding its j-th row and i-th column.
Equip C[SL 2n ] q with the standard U q sl 2n -module algebra structure as follows (see [9] ): for k = 1, .., 2n − 1
] q , * ) be a * -algebra with the involution * given by
It is a U q su n,n -module * -algebra. Recall a standard notation for q-minors of t: Proposition 5 There exists a unique extension of the U q su n,n -module * -algebra structure from
Proposition 6 The map
with J aα = {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , 2n} \ {2n + 1 − α} ∪ {a}, admits a unique extension up to an embedding of U q su n,n -module * -algebras i :
The last proposition allows to identify Pol(Mat n ) q with its image in C[X] q,x . It can be proved that The proof of this statement can be managed by explicit computations in C[SL 2n ] q and is omitted.
From * to ⋆
In this subsection we suppose that q > 0 and q = 1 instead of q ∈ (0, 1). Equip the Hopf algebra U q sl 2n with an involution ⋆:
be a * -Hopf algebra with an involution ⋆ given by
It is well-known that C[SU 2n ] q is a U q su 2n -module algebra.
Similarly to Proposition 5, the structure of U q su 2n -module algebra extends up to the localization C[SU 2n ] q,x of the algebra C[SU 2n ] q with respect to the multiplicative set x Z + . Note that
Up to the end of this subsection our aim is obtaining the equality (19), roughly speaking, we describe an interplay between the joint spectrum of
be a * -algebra with an involution ⋆ (see Section 2):
where deg f is defined in a natural way. One can verify that Pol(U) q is a U q su 2n -module algebra. 3 Introduce an irreducible * -representation of Pol(U) q in a pre-Hilbert space. Let H be a Pol(U) q -module with a single generator v 0 and relations
Denote by T F the corresponding Pol(U) q -representation. Similarly to Proposition 1, we have 3 Pol(U ) q is a q-analog of the space of regular functions on the big cell of Grassmanian Gr n (C 2n ) considered as a real algebraic variety.
H
2. H is a simple Pol(U) q -module.
There exists a unique sesquilinear form (·, ·) on H with the following properties
: i) (v 0 , v 0 ) = 1; ii) (f v, w) = (v, f ⋆ w) for all v, w ∈ H, f ∈ Pol(U) q ; iii) the form (·, ·) is positive definite on H.
T F is a faithfull representation.
Equip C[Mat n ] q and C[Mat n ] q with the gradings:
Then vector spaces H and H inherits the corresponding gradings:
Consider an antilinear algebra antiautomorphism
The proof reduces to explicit computations. σ extends up to an antihomomorphism
. Thus there exists a * -representation of algebra Pol(U) q
Proof. Each linear map i :
Since dimH j = dimH * j and H is simple, the proof is done. C[Mat n ⊕ Mat n ] q -representations T F and T F can be naturally considered as the * -representations of respective isomorphic subalgebras in C[X] q,x and C[SU 2n ] q,x . By Lemmas 1, 2, we have
Stokman and Dijkhuizen results
The next step in the proof of Theorem 1 is obtaining a formula for the joint spectrum of {T F (x k )}. We use the results of [5] (z 1 , . . . , z n ) the elementary symmetric polynomial of n variables. In the following proposition the first statement belongs to Stokman and Dijkhuizen [5] , while the second is a useful supplement. 
where e j (λ) stands for e j (q 2(λ 1 +n−1) , q 2(λ 2 +n−2) , . . . , q 2(λ n−1 +1) , q 2λn ) for short.
2.
Note that a k (λ) are polynomials of q. Using (19), we get
Corollary 1 There exists a map µ : Λ n → Λ n such that
for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n, λ ∈ Λ n .
The last part of the proof of Theorem 1 includes the following identity:
for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The proof is based on results of [7] .
Proof of Proposition 4
Due to the definition of q-factorial Schur function, Proposition 4 is equivalent to 
The proof is based on the following easy result predicted by D.Shklyarov
Proposition 12 For n > 1 the map
otherwise.
has a unique extension up to a * -algebras homomorphism J n : Pol(Mat n ) q → Pol(Mat n−1 ) q .
Proof of Proposition 11. We proceed by induction in n. For n = 1 the statement is obvious. Let 4 Acknowledgement
